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Marks: 75
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Please enter yor: Hall Ticket Nrrmher on page r of this ouestion oaper andon the OMR sheet without fail.

Read carefuliy the following instructions:

1. This Question paper has$oqsections: section A and section B
2. section A consists of 2b objective type questions of one mark each.

There is negative marking of 0.iB mark for every wrong answer.
The marks obtained by the candidate in this Section will be used for resolving
the tie cases.

3. section B consists of b0 objective type questions of one mark each.
There is no negative marking in this Section.

4' Answers are to be ma.rked on the OMR ans$'er sheet following the instructions
provided there upon. An ecample is shown below

100 @ o@@
Only Scientific Calculators are permitted. Mobile phone based calculators are notpermitted. Logarithmic tables are not allowed.

Hand over the OMR answer sheet at the end of the examination to the Invigilator.

This book contains 24 pages

o.

6.

III. Values of physical constants:
c: 3 x 108 m/s; h, : 6.dB x 10-34
e : 1.6 x 10-re C; pto:4tr x I0-?

J.s; ks : 1.38 x 10-23 JIK
Henry/m; eo : 8.85 x 10-12 Farad/m
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SECTION . A

The function y = /(r) satisfying the condition , (. *;) : *' * #,n * 0,is given

by

A a:t2+2
B' Y:12-2
C' a:12-L
D' a:r2+L

The number of vectors orthogonal to i+ Zj - E is

A. One

B. Two

C. Three

D. Infinite
/- -\/. (B x C):0 implies that

A. All the three vectors are parallel.

B. All the three vectors are mutually perpendicular.

C. Two of the three vectors are perpendicular

D. The vectors lie in a plane.

2.

/_
4. lim(t/r+25-y'r+9)is

c+oo \ /

A. oo

B. 16

c.2
D.0
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5' For certain motion the plot of velocit-v versus displacement is shou.n in figure. Thecorresponding motion is

A. aperiudic

B. simple harmonic

C. periodic

D. with constant aceeleration

6. A number is chosen at random from the set of integers {1,2. . . , . 1000}. \\,hat is theprobability'that it is divisible b.u* 3 or b? li.e.. eitherl3 or 5 or both]

A. 0.333

B. 0.2

c. 0.1

D 0.467

7' A particle is moving along the r-axis such that its position at time t is given byr(t) : 8'4 + 10f + 13. The most appropriate staremenr about the rnotion of thisparticle is

A. uniform motion

B. uniformly accelerating motion

C. acceleration increasing linearly with time
D. acceleration increasing quadraticallv with time

8' For small vibrations of a compoullci pendulum of mass m. monent of inertia 1 and
distance a of the cente' of mass from the origin o. will have time period

A. Z",etmgalI
l_B. i-J I lmqo

z1i
l-

C 21 1f 'J!um
't;D 2n1f ll

V atll

velocity

+I /'-=-\tt \ii \
'l 

\i\\r\ )t\./
I \\---l
I

i displacement
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A bullet of mass rru moving with a velocity L}mls hits a body of mass 3m which is at
rest and gets stuck to it. The fraction of the original kinetic energy getting converted
into heat is

.t

A.3
4

B.i
3
Iu.7
;D.;
J

A particle of mass 5kg is moved from a point (0,1,2) to another point (1,0,1) by a
constant force given by F: Ai -21+ 3k where i,j,fr, ate the orthogonal unit vectors
and force and distance are measured in Newton and meter, respectively. The work
done by this force is

A. 5J
B. OJ

C. 4J
D. 9J

For a flow of a compressible fluid through a n&rrow tube, the following statement is
correct

A. the volume of the fluid crossing any section of the tube is constant.

B. density of the fluid is independent of pressure.

C. mass of the fluid crossing any section of the tube varies with time.

D. mass of the fluid crossing any section of the tube per unit time is constant.

A straight cylindrical conductor with radius R carries a current /. The radial depen-
dence of the magnetic field inside and outside the cylinder is given by

10.

11.

t2.
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Let the electric field in a certain region of space be given Ay E(n: Cr-leoa3,rr'hete a

has dimension of length and C is a constant. The charge densitv p(rJ is given bv

A. o:o
B' P:3cla3
C. p : Ceola

D' p:clea

Four different cases of the interaction energ\i LI bet.:v'een two objects as functions of

their separation r a,re shown schematicailv in figure. The onlv attractive interaction is

shown in

Three chalges -q,+J1u, +fiq are placed at the three corners of an equilaterai triangle
of side a. The rvork done in gathering the system of charges is given bv

A. \1 - \/2)q2lU,raeo)

B. ltil - 1),.12 :( l;ire,;)

C. 2trD, - 1)q2 l\4raes1

D 2(1 - jT\qt l(tnorol

14.

15.

,--
./f
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16. Depicted below are rwo reversible engines, marked 1 and

[1 and 42 denote the efficiencies of the engines 1 and 2.

following statement, is correct

2. in T-S phase plane.
respectively. Which of

I

1i
!

!

i

{

fh I Tlq

rh)\z
A.

B.

C.

A(t,I j
s (s.l '

^Tz4t:\z:r-T,
c'

D. 0t: rlz: 1 - ?d1

I c(s?,T, )

s

LT The internal energl' of a system is expressed bv function U(,5. V1 : Satsyo, where o
is a consiant. The vaiue of a is

A. 1

B. TI3

c. -113
D. 314

Let LW be ihe work done in an infinitesimal reversible process.Which of the following
statemet is correct?

A. AI4z is a perfect differential only in an adiabatic process.

B. AW is not a perfect differential for all processes.

C. AIl'is a perfect differential for all processes

D. AW is a perfect differential only for an isothermal process.

The radius of the Bohr orbit for the ground state of the hvdrogen atom is given by

h2A. (4nes) ,nle'
m."2

B ( -1zie6 )--.
nz

Tnel

18.

19.

C.

D

4eoh2

h2

A(q.rt)

4'ntc:2
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20. The energy eigenstate of a system must necessarily be a

A. A stationary state

B. A state having explicit time dependence.

C. A siate having implicit time dependence.
n A ^+^+^ ,--:+L -^ t:-- ^ -r--- - ru, ^ Duaus wlr/ll ltL, uulrc uepclluellcg,

21. The threshold wavelength of potassium is 558 nm. If a light of wavelength 400 nm is
incident on it the stopping potentiai will be given by

A. 8.88 V

B. 0.88 V
c. 88.8 V
D. 2.22V

22. For an electron having energy 1.5 MeV/c (**, of an electron is 0.5M eV), thevelocity
is given by

A. 2.92 x 1010 cm/sec

B. 2.81 x 1010 cm/sec

C. 2.75 x 1010 cm/sec

D. 2.50 x 1010 cm/sec

23' The impedance at the resonance frequency of a series RLC circuit with .L : 20 mH,
C :0.02 pF and R: 900 is

A. OCI

B. 90CI

c. 20 ka

D. 4A kO

24. A ray of light is incident at an angle d on one of the two perpendicular mirrors as
shown in the figure. The incident and emergent rays will be parallel if

A. 0<0<7112
B. only for 0 : 300

C. only for 0 :45o
D. only for 0 : 600

8
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25. A light beam is incident on a sphere with refractive index ,t : t/5 at a,n angle i from
air and eilrerges paraliel to the horizontal axis passing through the center of the sphere
(see figure). Then

A.

B.

C.

D.

300<2.<600
i :600
j :450

z:300

SECTION - B
26. For a unit sphere, with center at the origin. the equation of the tangent plane ar the

point (rt. -*,*) t'

t*y*z:h
x-A+r:h
x-y-r:*
r+A-t:h

The divergence of dx (r' x fl. where dis anumerical vector. is given by

A. zeta

B. ld'
C. 2lc'f

D. -21d,,

Let {1 -2i).(-3+ 4i).(2*2i) replesent the three vertices 4.8.C of a triangle ABC
The length of the rneridian from C to the side AB is

A. VM
B JTl
C6
D8

A.

B.

C

D

27.

28.
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29. Which of the following numbers does not lie on the unit circle lzl: L?

A rry\''
\r/2 /
Zr , -'I 5?

B (i=)
c(#)

lT+2iD liz
The system of linear equations30.

A. has infinite number of solutions

B. has only trivial solution

C. has a unique solution

D. is inconsistent and has no solution

31. The matrix

rS

A. Hermitian

B. a,ntisymmetric

C: orthogonal

D. idempotent

32. The coefficient of ra in the expansion of '1/Taffi is

A. -r12
B. --15132

c. -65128
D. -2LlL28

(t; il0:(;)

(i; }^tl

10
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33. The value of the line integral t U' * ry)d,r + (*' - ny)d,u taken along the straight

line joining (0,0) to (2, 1) is

A. 6413

B. 3213

c. L6l3

D. 813

34. The derivative of the composite function g : (1 + *)" is given by

A ('.*)'['"('.*) -#]
B , (t *1)'-'\ r/

c'(,**)'-'(#)
D. tn (1 + *) - ,*,!

35. Given the functions J(r) : 12, g(r\ : tfr,the compositions J o g and g o t arcgiven
by

A. f "g(t):n2,9ol(r) -r3/z
B. f o g("): n3/2, go I@): r3/z

C. f og(x) :n, 9ol(c) : lrl
D. fog(x):n,9of(n):x

36. Consider the differential equation y' : ycot(r) +sin(r). The corresponding homoge-
neous linear equation has a general solution with C as the integration constant

A' Y: cos(Cr)

B. y:sin(Cr) :.

C. Y:Ccos(s)
D' Y: Csin(r)

11
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The area of the surface obtained by rotating about the x-axis the arc of the cur\€
y::x3 3 from z: -1 to z:1 is

A. 2"6,4 - :Dlg

B. ,r\r/t - \lg
C. 2tr(2t/2 - 1)/9

D. r\2\n - I)lg
A particle. of mass m, and charge q, traveling with a velocitl' r, a,long the r-axis enters
a uniform electric field E dilected along the y-axis. \\rith entry point ta,ken as ther
origin. the trajector_v of the particle is given by

A. g:qEr2f(m.u2J

B. y:qEff(mt-)
C. y: qEr2l(2mu2)

D. y: qErl(2m,t,)

A uniform magnetic field E is perpendicular to rhe plane of a circular wire loop of
radius R. The magnitude of the field varies with time according to B : 86 exp(-t lr),
where Bs and T are constants. The time dependence of the induced e.m.f. in the loop
is

A. exp(-t2l12)

B. 1 + exp(-f27r2)

C. 1 - exp{-tlr)
D - exp(-tir)

A stone is throrn n with an initial velocitr, Sm/s such that it covers maximum possible
horizontal distance -R6' on the surface of earth. The same stone is throrvn rvith same
initial velocitl' bv a person standing on the moonl making an angle of 15" ri,ith the
surface. Given ihat acceleration due to gravity on earth;s surlace is g : g.gnz/s2 and
that on moon's surface is g- :1.6-1s2. the horizontal distance it covers on the moon
is

.\ 0.326 .RE

B, 0.326i Rr
c 3.06 fi,
D, -0.629 rqr

39.

+0.

12
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A body of mass 1 kg is constrained to move along a circle of radius 10 m. At a given

instant. its speed i*" 5 m/s and the speed is increasing at the rate of 2.5 mrs2. The

angle between particle's velocity and acceleration is

A. 00

B. 30"

c. 90"

D. .15"

A body of mass 2 kg is suspended from two strings attached to the ceiling anci the waii

as shown in the figure. Tensions Tt,Tz,Ig in the three strings are given. respectively,

bv

A. Tr : 11.3A .Tn :19.6n-. Tt:22.6N
B^ Ir : 9.64-. Tz : 22.6N.72 : 11.3N

C. Tt:11.6.1\r.7i : .10.9iV.'Is : 19.3I

D. Tr : 11.3,\',Tz - 7.71'{.Ie : 19.6N

A solid cylinder of radius a and mass rn rolls down an inclined plane without slipping.

The inclined plane makes an angle a with the ground. The acceleration along the

horizontal direction is given by

A. (2s13)as\na

B. mgasina

C. (3f 2)ma2 sinc

D. (213)ssinc-

A circular uniform plate has mass rn and radius ,R. A hole of radius r has been drilled
in it. The distance between the center of the hole and the center of the circular plate

is l" The moment of inertia of the plate with the hole. about an axis passing through

the center of the plate and perpendicular to it is

A. (112)m l,A' - irz1R2\ (r2 + Zl2)l

B (vz)m ln' - tr2 ln2) (rz + t2)l

C" (Llz)m [a' - (R2lr2\ (r2 + 212)l

D. (tl2)m, [a' * {r21R21(r2 + zl2))

42,

.rr.-!r_-
60',.-..

I;.
l-- --I rr,

l

_-_!-
r2 kgi

43.

44.

13
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45. A vertical rod is rotating with a constant angular velocity a., about its own axis. A
light inextensible string of length I has one end attached to the top of the rod, while
at the other end is a mass rn. The string makes an angle 0 with thl rod. The tension
in the string is given b5r

A. mu2l

B. mts2lcos?
la *. .2t ^:- nv. TtuL, Lsltlt,

D. rn(g + uz)l

46. A water tank has a hole of area A at its bottom. Water is poured into it, at the speed
of u m/s by a tube of cross sectional area A. Then

A. the water level in the tank will keep on rising

B. no water can be stored in the tank

C. the water level will rise to a height u, led and then stop

D. the water level will oscillate

47 ' A water drop of radius 10*2m is broken into 1000 equal droplets. If the surface tension
of water is 0.075 N*-t, the gain in surface energy is

A. 7.b x t0-a J

B. 1x10-4J
C. 9.5 x 10-4 J

D. 8.b x t0-4 J

48. A charge g sits at one corner of a cube as shown in figure. The flux of electrostatic
field E through the total shaded area is

A. qleses)

B. ql(zaes)

c. ql$eo)

D. ql$eo)

t4
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49. Three charges are kept on a straight line as shown in figure. With A and B denoting
constants, rhe potential at a far off point (r ) o) on the axis is given by

A. AI,
B. A/,,
C. Alrt
D, Afr2 + Bfrs +......

50. Three distinct materials with dielectric constants given by Kr, K2, andK3, respectively
are arranged between two parallel plates of a capacitor of area A, as shown'in the figure.
The effective capacitance of the system is

2esA KtKzKsA. Q-

+{ -2q +q
|'jH
##a2e

'I CI'

$'

The efiective resistance between points

dK r*K21Y"
Kt* Kz* Ks

51.

B. ,:'# (

c c:#(+.#il-,)
D c:ry:(+.#h)

An infinite ladder network is shown in figure.
AandBis

A. 3(1+1./5)n

B. 3(1+ ,,/nn
c. 3(1 + 'f?)n
D. 3(1+ /5)o

52. The total current .I flowing through the t2 O resistance is

l0.xiv

A. .I:1.8A
B. I:L.2 A

C. .I:1A
D. .I:0A

15
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In a one dinrensional potential weil with impenetrable walls occupying the domain
0 ( z S d, a particle in the lowest energ)' state has the maximum probabilitl.' to bt:
found at

A --n/t. r 
- 

r,

B. J: : dlz
C. r: dl4
D. t:d

According to Bohr's model. the second line of the Balmer series is obtained when rhere
is a transition from n:4 to n:2. The rvavelength of the line is given bv

A. {86 nm

B. 587 nm

C. -110 nm

D. 520 nm

A scientist performing the Compton scattering experiment finds that the incident wave-
length )1 is shifted b1' 1.5 percent for the scattering angle of 120". The wavelength A1

is given b-v

A. 0.242 nm

B. 2.42A nm

C. 24.200 nm

D. 0.024 nm

In the conversion of one gram mass into energy, the amount of energ)' released per
hotir is

A. 2.0 x 10e k1U

B. 2.5 x 10? k\[r
C. 3.0 x 1010 kW
D. 3.5 x 1011 k\\I

57. Ts'o electrons are eiected in opposite directions from a, sample of radioactive atoms.
Each electron has a speed of 0.67c as rneasured b-v a laboratorv observer. Their relative
velocitf is gii,'en bv

A. i.3l c

B. 1.19 c

C 0.92 c

D. 0"87 c

5,+.

55.

16
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58. An unstable particle of rest energy 1000 MeV decays into a p-meson and a neutrino
with a mean life 10-8sec, when at rest. If the particle has a momentum of 1000 MeV/c
the mean decay distance is given by

A. 140 cm

B. 200 cm

C. 300 cm

D. 420 cm

59. Let Tfl,11s,rnp1mn,me represent the masses of aHe nucleus, proton, neutron and electron,
respectively. These masseS satisfy the following relation

A. rn1e:2(mo * mn * m")

B. rn1e:Z(mo * m^)

C. rrl1e ) 2(m, * m,.)

D. nLHe <2(mo* m*)

60. An experiment shows that a given radioactive element emits 100 a particles/minute
initially and after 10 seconds the rate becomes 10 o particles/minuie. The half life
period of this a-emitter (upto 2nd decimal place) is

A. 3.00 sec.

B. 0.33 sec.

C. 30.00 sec.

D. 0.03 sec.

61. An electron is moving with aspeed cf2where cis the velocityof light. The electron
rnass will

A. remain constant

B. become double

C. become 33% more of its rest mass

D. becomes LSTa more of its rest mass

L,
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62. A piece of metal at 400 K with heat capacity of 1000 JK-1 is pushed into a heat bath
at 100K and cooled- The change in entropy of the universe is

A. -1386 JK-l
B. 3000 JK-t
c. 1614 JK-l
D. zerc JK-I

63. Partial derivative of P : P(s,v) with respect to 
^9 

at constant v , i.e.,

A -(y\\0r/,
B (y\

\av/,
c -(#)"
D -rm\\av/,

An ideal gas at pressure P is heated to twice its temperature keeping its volume
constant' It is then cooled to its original temperature at constant pressure. The work
done is

A. 2PV

B. P2\/V

C. PV

D. PV12

The turns ratio of a transformer required to match an 80 O source to a 320 O load is

A. 80

B. 20

c.4
D.2

/ aP\
(,as/ 

u 
eQuals

64.

18
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66. The filtering action offered by the resonant circuit shown in the figure is

A. High Pass

B. Low Pass

C. Band Pass

D. Band Stop

Source

67 . A coil which has an inductance of 40 mH and a resistance of 2Q is connected together to
form a RL series circuit. If they are connected to a 20V DC supply, the time constant
of the RL series circuit is

A. 20 ms

B. 200 ms

C. 100 ms

D. 1000 ms

68. A germanium diode is operated at 20'C. A reverse bias of -1.5 V results in a current
of. 70 p,A. Assuming that the temperature remains constant, the reverse saturation
current is approximately

A. 60 pA

B. 60 nA

C. 35 pA

D. -60 pA

69. A 10 V battery, 250CI resistor and a Zenet diode are connected in series such that the
Zener diode is reverse biased. If the Zener breakdown voltage is 5V, the current flowing
through this diode is

A. 40 mA

B. 20 mA

C" 25 mA

D. 10 rnA

l9



70. The minimum value of the base current -16

in figure is given by
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required to saturate the transistor shown

71.

A. 0.2 mA

B. 10 mA

C. 1.2 mA

D. 0.12 mA

The superposition of two oscillations given
only the frequencies satisfy the relation

by U :, [sin(arit)+ sin(r..r2t)] is periodic if

A. utlaz is a real number

B. ur/uz is an integer

C. wrlwz is rational

D. urluz is irrational

72' A body executes simple harmonic motion about the origin with amplitude,4 : lJ cm
^ andperiod T:1'2 sec. At timef :0itisatr:!3cm. Theshortesttimeof passage

from r : 6.5 crn to r = -6.b crn is

73.

A. 4 sec

B. 3 sec

C. 2 sec

D. 1 sec

The profile of a wave at time f : 0 and al t : L

u :2 c-m sec-r is shown in figure. The wave can

A. U - Ae-B(a-at)2

B. U - Ae-B(t*'t)z

C. y: /s:Bg-n)\r+!t)

D. tt : AeB("-ut)(x*ut)

12

^Lv:
sl<
Ffi

sec with A: I cm, B : I cnr,-z and
be represented by the expression

/
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74. A glass (with refractive index 1.5) hemisphere in air rn'ith radius of curvature 8 cm has

a spot P at r :4 crrt. Viewed along r from the right. the spot will be imaged by the

spherical surface at u :

A. 6.2an.

B. 5.8 cm.

C. 4.8 crrL

D. 3.2 crn.

75. A ray of light is incident at an angle 600 on an interface between glass with refractive

index 1.5 and a liquid with refractive index rz, The ray will be totally internally re-

flected only if

A. " < t/512

B. ,<r/3
C. n>uE
D. " < l'1514

21


